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Introduction
This worksheet demonstrates the use of Maple to illustrate Forward Difference Approximation of the
first derivative of continuous functions.
Forward Difference Approximation of the first derivative uses a point h ahead of the given value of x
at which the derivative of f(x) is to be found.
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Initialization
O restart;
with plots :

Section 1: Input
The following simulation approximates the first derivative of a function using Forward Difference
Approximation. The user inputs are
a) function, f(x)
b) point at which the derivative is to be found, xv
c) starting step size, h
d) number of times user wants to halve the starting step size, n
The outputs include
a) approximate value of the derivative at the point and given initial step size
b) exact value
c) true error, absolute relative true error, approximate error and absolute relative approximate
error, least number of correct significant digits in the solution as a function of step size.
Function f x .
O f d x/exp 2$x ;
Value of x at which f '(x) is desired, xv
O xv d 4.0;

f := x/e2 x

(3.1)

(3 2)

xv := 4.0

(3.2)

Starting step size, h
O h d 0.2;

h := 0.2
(3.3)
Number of times starting step size is halved
O n d 6;
n := 6
(3.4)
This is the end of the user section. All the information must be entered before proceeding to the next
section. Re-execute the program.

Section 2: Procedure
The following procedure estimates the solution of first derivate of an equation at a point xv.
f (x) = function
xv = value at which the solution is desired
h = starting step size value
n = number of times starting step size is halved
O FDD dproc f, xv, h
local deriv :
f xv Ch Kf xv
deriv d
;
h
return deriv :
end proc:

Section 3: Calculation
The exact value Ev of the first derivative of the equation:
First, using the diff command the solution is found. In a second step, the exact value of the derivative
is shown.
O y x =f x ;
2x
(5.1)
y x =e
O Soln d diff f x , x ;

Soln := 2 e2 x

(5.2)

O Ev d evalf subs x = xv, Soln ;
(5.3)
Ev := 5961.915974
The next loop calculates the following:
Av: Approximate value of the first derivative using Forward Difference Approximation by calling the
procedure "FDD"
Ev: Exact value of the first derivative
Et: True error
et: Absolute relative true percentage error
Ea: Approximate error
ea: Absolute relative approximate percentage error
Sig: Least number of correct significant digits in an approximation
O for i from 0 by 1 to n K1 do

i

N i d2 :
h
H i d
:
N i
Av i d FDD f, xv, H i :
Et i d Ev KAv i :
Et i
et i d abs
$100 :
Ev
if i O 0 then
Ea i d Av i KAv i K1 :
Ea i
ea i d abs
$100 :
Av i
Sig i d floor 2 Klog10

ea i
0.5

:

if Sig i ! 0 then
Sig i d 0 :
end if:
end if:
end do:
The loop halves the value of the starting step size n times. Each time, the approximate value of the
derivative is calculated and saved in a vector. The approximate error is calculated after at least two
approximate values of the derivative have been saved. The number of significant digits is calculated.
If the number of significant digits calculated is less than zero, then it is shown as zero.

Section 4: Spreadsheet
The next table shows the step size value, approximate value, true error, the absolute relative true
percentage error, the approximate error, the absolute relative approximate percentage error and the
least number of correct significant digits in an approximation as a function of the step size value.
O with Spread :
tableoutput d CreateSpreadsheet "Forward Divided Difference" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 2, "Step Size" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 3, "Approx Value" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 4, "True Error" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 5, "Abs Rel True Error" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 6, "Approx error" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 7, "Abs Rel Approx Error" :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, 1, 8, "Sig Digits" ;
for i from 0 by 1 to n K1 do
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 1, i C1 :
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 2, evalf H i
:
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 3, evalf Av i
:
:
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 4, evalf Et i
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 5, evalf et i
:

SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 6, evalf Ea i
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 7, evalf ea i
SetCellFormula tableoutput, i C2, 8, evalf Sig i
end do:
EvaluateSpreadsheet tableoutput :

"Step Size"

"Approx Value"

"True Error"

:
:
;

"Abs Rel True Error"

"Approx error"

"Abs Rel Approx Error"

"Sig Digits"

ea0

Sig0

1

0.2

7330.543805

K1368.627831

22.95617444

Ea0

2

0.100000000\
0
0.050000000\
00
0.025000000\
00
0.012500000\
00
0.006250000\
000

6599.923200

K638.007226

10.70137903

K730.620605

11.07013798

0.

6270.201760

K308.285786

5.170917996

K329.721440

5.258545939

0.

6113.479360

K151.563386

2.542192588

K156.722400

2.563554905

1.

6037.064880

K75.148906

1.260482475

K76.414480

1.265755487

1.

5999.333760

K37.417786

0.6276134411

K37.731120

0.6289218355

1.

3
4
5
6

(6.1)

Section 5: Graphs
The following graphs show the approximate solution, absolute relative true error, absolute relative
approximate error and least number of significant digits as a function of step size.
O data d seq H i , Av i , i = 0 ..n K1 :
plot data, x = H 0 ..H n K1 , color = coral, thickness = 2, title
= "Approximate Solution of the First Derivative using
Forward Difference Approximation as a Function of Step
Size", labels = "Step Size", "Approximate Value" , titlefont
= TIMES, BOLD, 12 , labelfont = TIMES, ROMAN, 12 ;
data d seq H i , et i , i = 0 ..n K1 :
plot data, x = H 0 ..H n K1 , color = magenta, thickness = 2, title
= "Absolute Relative True Percentage Error as a Function of
Step Size", labels = "Step size", "Absolute Relative
True Error" , titlefont = TIMES, BOLD, 12 , labelfont = TIMES,
ROMAN, 12 ;
data d seq H i , ea i , i = 0 ..n K1 :
plot data, x = H 0 ..H n K1 , color = green, thickness = 2, title
= "Absolute Relative Approximate Percentage Error as a
Function of Step Size", labels = "Step Size", "Absolute
Relative
Approximate Error " , titlefont = TIMES, BOLD, 12 , labelfont
= TIMES, ROMAN, 12 ;
data d seq H i , Sig i , i = 0 ..n K1 :
plot data, x = H 0 ..H n K1 , color = navy, thickness = 2, title
= "Least Significant Digits Correct as a Function of Step

Size", labels = "Step size","Least number of correct
significant digits" , titlefont = TIMES, BOLD, 12 , labelfont
= TIMES, ROMAN, 12 ;
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Questions
1. The velocity of a rocket is given by
v t = 2000$ln

140000
K 9.8 t
140000 K 2100 t

Use Forward Divided Difference method with a step size of 0.25 to find the acceleration at t=5s.
Compare with the exact answer and study the effect of the step size.
2. Look at the true error vs. step size data for problem # 1. Do you see a relationship between the
value of the true error and step size? Is this concidential?
3. Choose a step size of h=10-10 in problem #1. Keep halving the step size. Does the approximate
value get closer to the exact result or does the result seem odd?

Conclusions
To obtain more accurate values of the first derivative using Forward Difference Approximation, the
step size needs to be small. As the spreadsheet shows, the smaller the step size value is, the
approximation is closest to the exact value. However, too small a step size can result in noticeable
round-off errors, and hence giving highly inaccurate results.
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